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We consider irreducible modules for an infinite-dimensional symplectic Lie 
algebra analogous to those derived from the (higher) exterior powers of the under- 
lying vector space in the finite-dimensional case. Explicit bases are given. Over the 
complex numbers, these modules carry the structure of (faithful) completely 
reducible integrable modules for the affrne Kac-Moody algebras Ci”. The dis- 
played basis makes possible the calculation of formal characters and of principally 
specialized characters as Cj”-modules, the latter having the generating function of 
the partition-function p(n) as limit when an associated integral parameter tends to 
infinity. Comparisons with characters of irreducible Cj’r-modules suggest 
approaches to the further study of both classes of structures. The methods depend 
ultimately on some quite elementary combinatorial observations in Section 3. 
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1. THE ALGEBRAS, MODULES, AND RELATIONS 
Let U, be a vector space over the ground field F, of characteristic zero, 
carrying a non-degenerate alternate bilinear form (u, 0). We assume U, 
has a basis 
. ..) up,, . . . . u-1, u1, . ..) u,, . . (meNO 
with (ui, u,) = 6, Pj sgn j. For each m E N, let U, be the subspace of U, 
with basis those ui such that Ii1 <m. 
For each m E N u {cc } there is a generalized even Clifford algebra 
d2(Un,) [S2], which we denote here simply as &( U,,), defined by the 
following: 
(a) There is a linear map cp: U, @ U, -+ d = d( U,); 
(b) (i) cp(~O~)-cp(~O~)=2(~,~) 1,; 
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(ii) Cdu 0 u), cp(w 0 x)1 = cp(dL,, 0 u) + q(u 0 US,,,), where 
us,, x = (4 w) x + (4 x) w 
(iii) (p3 = 0, where for i > 1, 
cPitvl, ...Y vi; WI, . ..) Wi) = c cp(Uj@ WI) (pi- l(U1, . ..) fTj, . ..) vi; w2, . ..) Wi) 
j=l 
+ 1 (Pi-l(ul,...> CUj, ok, ~11, ...> fik, ...y vi; W2, ***3 Wi), 
j-ck 
with [uj, uk, w,] occurring in place of Cj in the second sum. Here 
C% u, WI = US”, w + (u, w) % cp1(u,; Wl) = cp(UlO Wl). 
(c) d and rp are to be universal for (a), (b). 
Properties of d are developed in [Sl ] and [S3]. (For a more general 
context, see [SZ].) A fundamental property is that d is locally finite, and 
more precisely that, for m <n (m, n E N u {cc }), the injection U,,, 4 U, 
yields an injection &( U,) + &( U,), which we treat as inclusion. From 
representation-theoretic considerations, we have, for m < co, 
dimd(UJ=& 
These considerations are based on the existence of a morphism of 
Lie algebras from sp( U,) into &(U,) mapping S, w E sp( U,) to 
rp(uow)+(~, WI l,, where sp( U,) is the Lie algebra of the symplectic 
group of U,. This map is injective and its image, together with l,, 
generates the associative algebra d. The algebra d is semisimple and 
the simple right d-modules are the simple right sp( U,)-modules 
/i’( U,,,)/& 2( U,), 0 <j < m, where n - ’ = 0 = n -2. (Properly speaking, the 
simple module is a submodule of ,4j( U,), the kernel of the contraction map 
Ai + A’-2 defined by the alternate form; complete reducibility allows our 
abuse of language.) 
First we give a simpler identity to replace (b) (iii): 
LEMMA 1. For x,, x2, y,, y2e U,, 
is a (well-determined) linear combination of cp(x, @x2), cp(xi@yj), 
CP(YI @rA and 1,. 
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Proof Complete expansion of cp3 in (b) (iii) yields 
+cp(~low,)(P(cu*>v3~ ~210~3)+cp(~20~,)cp(cv,,v,, wzl@w,) 
+cp(~,O~,)cp(C~,,~3,~,1~~3)+(P(U2OW*)(P([U,,v3,W~]OW3) 
+cp(c~,~~3~~,lo~,)(P(~2o~3)+(P(c~2,~3,~~lo~*)(p(u~ow3) 
+~(v3~w,)~(~v,~u2~w2l~w3)+~([~~,~2,~,]~~2)(p(~30~3) 
+dv,@w)cp(cv,, uz, w1low,)+cp(ccu,, 02, w,], 03, w,]Ow,) 
+(P(CCv,, 03, w,l, U2? w210 w3) + cp(CVl, [u,, v3r w,], w23 0 w3). 
Now [vi, v2, w] - [v,, ui, w] =2(vi, u2) w. Thus if we interchange vl, v2 
in the above and subtract, the result is 
2(UIY v2)bP(v30 WI) v(w2 0 w3) + cp(w, 0 w2) cp(u3 0 w3) 
+ 4% 0 w2) dw, 0 w3) + (v,, WI) q(w2 0 w3) 
+ (WI, w2) cp(v3 0 w3) + (u,, w2) ‘p(WI 0 w,)} = 0. 
Fix v,, u2 such that (u,, v2) # 0; let y, = w3, v3 = x1, w, =x2, w2 =yl, to 
obtain the result. 
We consider right &‘( UJ-modules, each with a single generator u # 0, 
such that vcp(ui@ uj) = 0 whenever i +j > 0, and where exactly one of the 
quantities 
i 
v((P(~~io~i)-(P(~-(i+l)o~i+l)), i> 1; 
-~u(cp(~-,o~,)+cp(~,o~-,)) (2) 
is equal to u, the others being equal to zero. These modules are shown in 
[S3] to be irreducible. If m < 00, they exhaust all simple d-modules except 
A’(U,)= F. When the last expression in (2) is v, the module is 
A”(U,)/AmP2(Um). When the expression of index i in the first row of (2) 
is equal to u, the module is 
as above. We set n = 0 in the former case, n = i in the latter case, using this 
notation also when m = co. Denote by M, the corresponding irreducible 
right d-module. 
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LEMMA 2. (a) Zfj2 --n, ocp(u,@ uj) = 0. 
(b) Ifk>j~ --n, ocp(~~@u,)~Fu. 
(c) zfj< -n,k>n, uq(uj@u,)EFu. 
ProoJ There is nothing to prove in (a) if j>O, nor in (b), (c) if 
j + k > 0. In particular, (a) and (b) hold if n = 0. When --n <j < 0, substitu- 
tion of uj in all six positions in cp3 = 0 yields cp(uj@ uj)3 = 0 (see proof of 
Lemma 1). It follows that u generates a finite-dimensional right module for 
the Lie subalgebra of d with basis 
f=~(Uj@Uj), t?=(D(U-jOU.-j)> h> 
where 
[fe] = -4h= [(p(Uj@Uj), ~(U~jO”-j)l=4((P(u-jouj)+ ‘), 
using (b) (i) and (ii). From the same relations, [eh] =2e and [f/r] = -2j 
Thus u generates a finite-dimensional module for a copy of sl(2). Because 
n > 0, we have 
and for 0 > k > -n, ucp(u, @ uek) = ucp(u,-, @ U-+,)), yielding 
u(P(u-~OU~)=U(P(U_(~-~)OU~-~) by (b) (i), so that inductively 
ucp(~-~@ uj) = -u. That is, u is a lowest weight vector (of= 0) of weight 0 
for the sl(2)-module u generates. Then this module is necessarily 
irreducible, so is the trivial sl(2)-module Fu. That is, ue=O as well. This 
proves (a). 
For (b), we may assume j c k < -j, by the above. Now [q(uj @ uj), 
rp(~~jO~~)l=cp(~jO~~)+c~(~~O~j)=~~(~jO~~) by (b) 0 and (b) (ii), 
and k + (-j) > 0. Thus (b) follows from (a). 
In (c), we assume j + k < 0. If j + k = 0, the assertion follows because 
each element of the list displayed in (2) maps u into Fu. Accordingly we 
assume j + k < 0. First suppose n > 0. Then with j, k as given, we have for 
each i=k,k+l,..., -(j+l)(>k), a copy of sl(2) in d, generated by 
Cp(“-iOUi+l), Cp(“iOu-(i+l)), (p(“-iOui)-(P(u-(i+l)Oui+l), relative to 
which u generates a trivial module, as in the proof of (a). In particular 
ucp(ui@uPCi+,,)=O, k< i< -j. Now cp(ujOu,) is a non-zero multiple of 
c-CCdhOU- ) (k+l) ~cp(~k+l@~-(/c+*) )I d%r+20~~~k+3~)1 
“‘cP(“-(,+I,@uj)lt 
so must annihilate u. 
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When n = 0 in (c), we may assume ucp(uj @ uk) E Fv for all greater (non- 
positive) values ofj+k. Herej6 -2, and (P(u~~+~)@u,), q(U-j@Uj+,), 
cP(“-jOuj)~(P(u-~j+~~Ouj+~) g a ain span a copy of sl(2) in d. Relative 
to this sl(2), v is a weight vector of weight 0, annihilated by q(u -j @ uj+ 1) 
and by cp(~-~,+~,@u~)~ (=0 in &). As before vcp(~..~~+,,@u~)=O. By 
induction, ucp(uj+,@uk) is in Fv, and SO is v[~(U-(j+l~OU,), 
cp(u,+ 1@ uk)] = -v(p(uk@ uj) = -vcp(uj@ uk). Lemma 2 is proved. 
2. BASES 
LEMMA 3. M, is linearly generated by the elements 
v(q3~s,) -4%,@~s,) (P(~,,c3~t2) . ..(P(~.,,~,O%L (3) 
where s 1~ .--Y sj, tl 3 ..Y t2k are distinct non-zero integers (in C-m, m], if 
m < co), subject to the conditions 
s1 -c ... -c s,-c -n, t,<t,< “’ < t2k-, < -n, 
t, < t, < . . -c t,, d n, t2i- I < t2i, 16i6k. 
Proof We proceed by a multiple induction. At the first stage, we note 
that the algebra d is generateed by the elements cp(uiO uj), so has an 
increasing filtration by sets Fr, linear combinations of products of at most 
r factors of the form cp(ui@ u,). Then Y: = UT, is a subspace of M,, and M, 
is the increasing union of the x. The first level of the induction goes by r, 
showing that each element of Y: is a linear combination of elements (3), 
with j + k < r. Because Y0 = Fv, the case r = 0 is trivial. 
Now proceed on the hypothesis that the assertion is true for elements of 
z. To prove its validity for Y: + , , we consider the effect on elements of Y: 
of various cp(ui@ u,); by hypothesis we need only consider the effect on 
elements (3) for which j + k = r. We propose to prove that the effect on 
such an element (3) of the action of cp(ui @ ZQ) is to produce a linear com- 
bination of elements of Y: and elements of the form (3) where the indices 
involved, with multiplicities (at most 2), are exactly si, . . . . sj, t,, . . . . t,,, i, 1. 
This last condition is abbreviated by saying “with index restriction.” 
In our element (3) with j+ k = r, we begin another level in the induction 
with k = 0. That is, we apply q(ui@ uI) to 
and we may assume id 1. If neither i nor I is among sl, . . . . s,, and if i < -n, 
I <n, then our element is already in the form (3), with index restriction, 
and we are done. Still assuming the indices i, I to be new, let i 3 -n, I d n. 
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Then by (b) (ii), cp(uiOu,) commutes with each (p(u@ u,J and 
ucp(ui@u,) E Fv by Lemma 2 (b). Thus our element is in $, and we are 
done. 
In general, the fact that each commutator [q$uiO u,), cp(ui@ q)] is a 
linear combination of the cp(u,@u,) (by (b) (ii)), together with the induc- 
tive hypothesis on r, allows us to ignore terms “of lower degree” in 
applying commutation and, later on, in applying Lemma 1. In particular, 
we may use (c) of Lemma 2 and the last argument of the previous 
paragraph to draw the desired conclusion, that applying cp(ui 0 uI) to (3) 
with k = 0, j= r, yields an element of Y: whenever i < 1, I > n, provided i, 1, 
- i, - 1 are not among the sy . 
If, say, -l=ssp, while -i is not an s,, we are considering the element 
o...~~(u,OU,)C~(U~OU~.)... ~vc~(u~OU~,)...C~(U,OU,)“. (modX), 
with - sP > n. This is in Y:, by Lemma 2. The same argument applies if - i 
is an s,, including the case --I= s, for some p (possibly p = q). 
There remains only the case where one (at least) of i, I is among the sy. 
Here we let p be maximal with sP among i, 1. By commutation relations, we 
are reduced to considering 
or (using (b) (i) if needed) 
(q= i or I). Now apply Lemma 1 with x1 =x,=y, = uSP, y, = uq, to see 
that our element is in q. Thus the case k = 0 is complete. 
Next we may assume that k > 0 in the elements (3) on which we operate, 
with j + k = r, and that operating on every element of the form (3) with any 
cp(ui@ u,) yields an element congruent modulo Y: to a linear combination 
of the form (3), with index restriction, provided the value of k for the 
element operated on is smaller than that k under consideration. If i< --n 
or if 1 >n (with id I), Lemma 2 and the commutation relations show that 
the effect of cp(qOu,) is to map our element of 9, into $, and we are 
done. Accordingly we may assume i< -n, 1 Gn. First we treat the case 
where neither i nor I is among the s or t. 
If i = 1, we may treat i as a new s and use the commutation relations to 
place cp(ui@ ui) in the appropriate place among the cp(u,O u,). The result 
is as in (3), with j increased by 1, and with index restriction. 
When i < I, we see that if i > t,,- i and l> tzk, our element is already in 
the form (3), with k increased by 1. This begins a third level of induction 
(to be applied in the case of new indices i and I, with i < 1, i < --n, 1 <n). 
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We let 
If b = 0 (and somewhat more generally), we are done by the above. 
If some t, > Z, then necessarily tzk > 1. Modulo 8, the effect of cp(u; 0 uI) 
on our element (3) is 
u “‘sO(“i@u!) (P(bk-I 0 t*k). (4) 
If i< t,,-,, the element obtained by dropping the last factor (p(u,,-, 0 u,,,) 
from (4) is the effect of cp(ui@u,) on an element of the form (3) in x-r, 
so reduces, mod g- i, to a combination of elements (3), with index restric- 
tion. Thus the non-repeated indices are t,, . . . . t,,- *, i, 1, and we are 
applying (P(u,~-~ @u,,). The new b is smaller than the old one by at least 
2, and induction on b yields the conclusion. 
If i> t,,-,, Lemma 1 allows us to replace (4), modulo 8, by 
-v”‘(P(Ut~km~OU/) (P(UiOU12,,)-““‘(P(UfU-IOUi) ‘P(“I@ut~). 
By induction on r, these two terms are combinations of terms in Y: and of 
terms 
(a) of the form (3), involving indices s,, . . . . sj, t,, . . . . tzkpl, 1, with 
multiplicities as before, upon which (P(u~@u~~~) is applied-in this case, 
b is smaller by one; and 
(b) terms as in (3), involving si, . . . . tzk- i, i, with cp(u,@ u,,) applied, 
thus again with b reduced (note that i < 1~ tzk). This completes the case 
where i and I are new. 
If, say, I is among the t’s, we may assume our quantity is of the form 
or of this form with 2q replaced by 2q - 1 in the factor involving ui. 
Lemma 1 allows us to replace this by a multiple of either 
thereby increasing j by one and decreasing k by one in an element of the 
form (3) to which is applied 
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but without changing the full set of indices. Induction on k then yields the 
conclusion in this case. 
Finally, if i or 1 is among the s’s, we see by Lemma 1 that, e.g., 
cp(u, 0 4) qP(ui 0 us) E % > and the inductive hypothesis on r yields our 
conclusion. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
THEOREM 1. The elements (3), constrained as there, form an F-basis for 
the module M,. 
Proof: When m < co, the dimension of M, is known; it is 
dim A”-” (U,)-dimAm-nP2(U,J=- 
The number of elements in the set of linear generators (3) of M, is (at 
most) equal to the number of triples of sequences 
((s,<sz< ... <Sj)’ (t1-c t3 < . .. <t2k-,), ct2<t4< “’ <t2k)) 
of distinct non-zero integers from C-m, m], subject to constraints as in 
(3). In the next section, we prove 
THEOREM 2. The number of triples of sequences as above is exactly 
n+l 2m+2 
-3 > m+l m-n ’ 
Thus our generating elements must be distinct and linearly independent. 
This will complete the proof of Theorem 1 in the finite-dimensional case. 
In the case of U,, suppose there is a relation of linear dependence 
among the quantities (3). This would entail the annihilation of v by a finite 
non-trivial linear combination x E & of the elements 
subject to the constraints of Lemma 3. Now the annihilator of v in 
d = A?‘( U,) is the right ideal generated by elements in ideals B;m in linite- 
dimensional subalgebras &( U,), these ym being the annihilators of u in the 
&( U,). It follows that XE j;, for some m, contrary to what has been 
shown above. Thus Theorem 1 holds when m = co as well. 
Remark. By an argument like that above, one can show that an F-basis 
for d( U,) (m < co) consists of all elements 
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where s, < ... <s,, t, < t3 < ... < t,,-, , t, < ... < tIk are distinct non-zero 
integers in C-m, m], such that tzi-, < tzi for all i. The argument for linear 
generation is as before. To see linear independence, note that the number 
of such sequence-triples i as before for n = 0, now with m replaced by 2m, 
thus 
1 4m+2 
2m+l ( ) m ’ 
which we have observed is the dimension of &‘(U,). 
Because d( U,) is the increasing union of the finite-dimensional &‘( U,), 
it follows that the elements (5), now with the indices allowed to range over 
Z-(O), are a basis for &(Uco). 
3. SOME ELEMENTARY COMBINATORICS 
We begin by giving a proof of Theorem 2 of the last section, and for this 
we count the admissible sequence-triples of that theorem according to a 
somewhat more complicated formula. First we suppose that t,(, ~ r+ 1) 3 
- n, while t Z+rj -C -n, and we fix the set {t,, . . . . t,,}. Now we count the 
possible sequence pairs 
satisfying our conditions, where the set {t;, . . . . t;,} = { tl, . . . . t,,}. Then 
tij = ty if j < k - r, and our problem is equivalent to that of counting the 
permutations 71 of the set { 1, 3, 5, . . . . 2k - 1, 2,4, . . . . 2(k - r)}, such that: 
n(l)<7r(3)< ... < n(2k - l), 71(2)<7~(4)< ... <x(2k-r)), 
n(2i- 1) < 7r(2i), 1 <idk--r. (*) 
Following a suggestion of S. Kakutani, we associate with each such n a 
(2k - r)-step walk on the line, starting at the origin, the steps being indexed 
by the sequence 
B= (1, 2 3, . . . . 2(k - r), 2(k - r) + 1, 2(k - r) + 3, . . . . 2k - 1). 
The step of index h E B moves one unit to the right if b = 7c(2i - 1 ), some 
i, and to the left if b = 7r(2i) for some i. Thus the number of steps to the 
right exceeds that to the left by r. Moreover, the conditions (*) guarantee 
that the walk is never to the left of the origin. 
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Conversely, let a walk of 2k - r steps be indexed by B, with k steps to 
the right and k-r to the left, the walk never reaching the left of 0. We 
associate a permutation rc of B by setting 11(2i- 1) equal to the index at 
which the ith step to the right is made, 7r(2i) the index at which the ith step 
to the left is made. Then rt satisfies (*), and there is a bijection between 
such permutations z and one-dimensional walks satisfying our conditions. 
Iff(i,j) is the number of i-step walks starting at 0, never reaching the left 
of 0, and ending j steps to the right of 0, with f(i, - 1) = 0 by definition, 
wehavef(i,~)=Ounlessi~~(mod2).Also,f(O,j)=Oforj~O,f(O,O)=1, 
and for i > 0, j > 0, we have the simple recursion 
f(i,j)=f(i- l,j- l)+f(i- l,j+ 1). 
The unique solution, subject to our initial conditions, is 
for allj > 0, j = i (mod 2). 
(For a systematic treatment, see [Fe], Chapter 3.) Accordingly the number 
of permutations 7t satisfying (*) is 
f(2k-r, r)=2kyr: 1 (2k[-T ‘). 
In this notation, we note that Theorem 2 claims that the number of 
sequence-triples we are counting is 
J!e. 2m+2 =f(2m+ 1,2n+ 1). 
( > 2m+2 m-n 
Now we may count our sequence-triples as follows: First select the mem- 
bers of the interval [ -n, n] to be involved, necessarily only as t,ls. If there 
are to be r such numbers involved, this choice is possible in (‘,Y) ways. Then 
k > r, and necessarily r < m -n. Once the choice of r such entries is made, 
and a choice of k > r, the remaining t;s must be chosen from the m-n 
integers in [ -m, -n). There are ( Tkz:) ways of choosing the set of these 
entries, so that 2k - r <m -n, or k < [m -n + r/2], while clearly k > r. 
With the set of t/s now fixed, we have seen that there are f(2k- r, r) 
ways of making sequence-pairs from it so as to satisfy our conditions. 
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Having fixed one such sequence-pair, the remaining S, < ... < sj may be 
any subset of the remaining m - 2 - 2k + r integers in [ -m, -n), giving 
2”-” - 2k + ’ choices for this sequence. 
Thus the number of sequence-triples satisfying our condition is 
which we propose to show equal to f(2m + 1,2n + 1). 
LEMMA 4. For all m Z n 2 0, 
f(2m+1,2n+l)= 
ProoJ: Each walk in the set counted by f(2m + 1,2n + 1) has 2m + 1 
steps, the first of which must be made to the right. If steps to the right are 
labeled R and those to the left L, then to each walk we may associate a 
sequence of m symbols chosen from the four pairs { (R, R), (R, L), (L, R), 
(L, L)}, by taking as the ith symbol in our sequence of length m the pair 
consisting of the 2ith step in our walk, followed by the (2i + 1)st. We inter- 
pret the new sequence of m terms as directing a somewhat generalized one- 
dimensional walk of at most m steps starting at 0, with the rule that at an 
indicator (R, R) or (L, L) we move one step right or left, respectively; at 
(R, L) or (L, R) we stay in place, but record whether the received direction 
was (R, L) or (L, R). The number of symbols (R, R) must exceed the 
number of (L, L) by n, so our “short” walk ends n units to the right of 0. 
By assuming there is a step that carries us to the left of 0 on our short 
walk, we consider the first such step and see readily that this is contradic- 
tory-the short walk never gets to the left of 0. Thus we have an injective 
mapping of the set counted byf(2m + 1, 2n + 1) into the set of sequences 
of length m which code generalized walks, never getting to the left of 0 and 
ending n units to the right. Evidently there is an inverse mapping, 
amounting to placing an R at the fore and deleting parentheses. One must 
verify that all admissible short walks have images in the set counted by 
f(2m + 1,2n + l), but this is easy. 
The right-hand side of the relation asserted by Lemma 4 counts the 
(generalized) admissible short walks. For each k, 0 <k 6 m-n, there are 
(T) possible sets of k steps to be those at which no move is made, and for 
each such set, 2k ways in which a sequence of (L, R)‘s or (R, L)‘s can be 
assigned. The remaining m -k steps constitute an “ungeneralized” walk of 
length m -k, never to the left of 0, ending n units to the right of zero. Thus 
there are f(m - k, n) admissible ways of distributing the symbols (L, L) 
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and (R, R) among these m-k steps. The admissible short walks thus 
number 
m -n 
z(> k=O 
‘I: f(m-kn)2k, 
and Lemma 4 is proved. 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 2. We partition the set of 
admissible walks of length 2m + 1, counted by f (2m + 1, 2n + l), according 
to what happens in the last 2n steps. Suppose that exactly r of these steps 
are L. Then r < m - n, the total number of L’s, and the first 2(m - n) + 1 
steps must constitute an admissible walk with m-n-r steps to the left, 
m-n + r + 1 to the right, thus ending 2r + 1 units to the right of 0. Any 
such initial walk of length 2(m -n) + 1 may be followed by any 2n steps, of 
which exactly r are L’s, to give an admissible walk. That is, we have 
f(2m+1,2n+l)= 
By Lemma 4, 
f(2(m-n)+1,2r+l). (7) 
f(2(m-n)+1,2r+l)=m-$~r myn 
( > 
f (m - n -j, r) 2j, 
j=O 
with f(m - n -j, r) = 0 if j= m - n - r (mod 2). Thus we may let 
21=m-j-n-r, so j=m-n-r-21, with I running from 0 to 
[m-n-r/2], and have 
Now let k = I + r and note that [m - n - r/2] + r = [m - n + r/2], so that 
f(2(m-n)+ 1,2r+ 1)= ~m~~r’21(~~~)~2k-r,r)2”~“ir~2k. (8) 
Substitution of (8) in (7) yields Theorem 2. 
For later reference, we prove one more combinatorial lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let n be a positive integer. Consider the set of sequence-pairs 
((t,>t*> ... >t,>O),(s,<s,< ..’ <Sk<O)) 
with Cr= 1 (tj-s;) = n. (Here k <n is arbitrary.) The number of such 
sequence-pairs is p(n), the number of (unordered) partitions qf n. 
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Proof:’ Again we set up a bijection between the two sets. To each such 
sequence-pair, we assign a sequence a, > a2 2 . . . > a,, r = 1 - s, of positive 
integers, as follows: For 1 <iik,a,=t;+(i-1). Thus a,=t,+(k-l)>k. 
Now let mk = -sk and for j < k, let mj = -sj + sj+ I - 12 0. In the sequence 
a,, . . . . a, we follow ak by a block of mk k’s, this by a block of mk , 
(k - 1 ))s, . . . . a block of mj j’s, . . . and finally ml ones. The total number of 
members of the (decreasing) sequence is k + Cf= 1 m, = k + sI - (k - 1) = 
s1 + 1, and one easily shows that C;= 1 ui= n. 
To give the inverse map, let a, 2 . . . > a, be a partition of n. If uk 2 k, 
then ak _ i 2 ak 2 k - 1, so we let k be the largest index such that uk B k. 
(We may have k = r, for example, if r = 3 and a, = 5, a, = 4, a3 = 3, n = 12.) 
Then we let mk be the number of indices i> k with ai = k, mk-, the 
number of i with ai= k- 1, . . . . m, the number of i with ai= 1. We set 
ti=ai-((i-l), l<i<k,s,= -m,ands,=s,+,-m,-1 for l<j<k.One 
easily verifies that the sequence-pair ((ti > . . . > t, > 0), (sr < . . . < sk < 0)) 
satisfies our conditions, and that the mappings are inverses. 
4. THE KAC-MOODY STRUCTURE: WEIGHTS AND CHARACTERS 
In [S4], it is observed that the right &( U,)-module M= M, becomes 
a right module for the affine Kac-Moody algebra 
g=(sp(U,)OP[t, t-‘])@Fc@Fd, 
where I is a fixed positive integer, t an indeterminate over F, 
[x 0 tj, d] = -j(x @ t’) 
for each x E sp( U,), je Z. We write x(j) for x 0 tj in what follows. The 
element c is central. and 
[x(j), y(k)J = [wl(j+ k) +$j, -k T&v) c. 
The action of c on A4 is by the scalar - 1, and S, ,(j) (u, w E U,) acts as 
k;,, (cp(u(k)Ow(j-k))+cp(w(k)Ou(j--k))) 
+~{$+(+0))+4+(+($)}~ (9) 
’ Another proof of this identity, based on manipulation of generating functions, has been 
communicated to the author by Professor G. E. Andrews. 
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where the last term is present only for even j. Here u(j) = 
u@ tj E U,@ F[ t, t -‘I, a space we identify with U, as follows: For i # 0, 
our distinguished basis {ui} for U, is defined by 
ui = u,(O), 1 d Jil Q 1; U*k(-j=U-(j+l)(k), k>O, O,<j<l- 1; 
U,kl+j = u,(k), k > 0, 1 <j< 1; u2k/-j=u-,(k),k<O, 1 GjQk 
U Zkl+j= -“j+l (k), k-co, O<j<l- 1. (10) 
(Here the ui, (iI 6 1, form the canonical basis for U,.) The alternate inner 
product on U, then coincides with that in which 
(4i), u(j)) = 6,. -j(% VI (4 0 6 U,). 
Finally, the action of d on A4 is defined to be that of cf=, Di, where Di 
acts as 
C i(cP(Ui(j)~U-i(-j))-~P(U-i(j)OUi(-j))} +$I. (11) 
j>O 
(That these actions make sense results from the fact that, for each z E M, 
only finitely many terms in (9) and (11) fail to annihilate z. The model for 
these formulas may be found in [Frl, KP, Fr2, FF].) 
It is further shown in [S4] that the generator v of M is annihilated by 
n + in a canonical triangular decomposition of g, g = n - + t + n +, and is a 
weight vector for t = h@ 1 + Fc + Fd, where h is the maximal torus in 
sp(U,) consisting of matrices in sp(U,) diagonal with respect to the basis 
{uj( (i( <l). Th us a basis for t consists of c, d, and the 
S u-,, JO), 1 < i G 1. 
From (9), the action on u of S,-,,,(O) is that of 
C {cP(~-i(j)O~i(-j))+4o(~i(j)OU-;C-j))> 
j>o 
Now u is fixed by precisely one of the elements (2) of Section 1, and is 
annihilated by all the others. In case 0 is annihilated by all elements of the 
first line of (2), but fixed by the last element, the term with coefficient 4 in 
the action above for S,_,,,,(O) sends u to -v, while each of the terms in 
braces for j> 0 (with i= 1) annihilates v. (Note that 
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For the same reasons, all 
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Cp(U-i(j)O”i(-j))+cP(ui(j)Ou-i(-j)), j>O, 1 <i<l, 
annihilate u, while 
has the same effect as this quantity for i= 1, sending u to -u. That is, 
US u-,, .JO) = -u, l<i<I, (12) 
in this case. 
Likewise, if u is fixed by 
for some non-negative r and some j, 16 j 6 1, while the other quantities in 
(2) of Section 1 annihilate u, we find 
US +, JO) = 0, 1 < i Gj; 
US ._,,,(O)= -u,j<i<l. 
(14) 
If the quantity from (2) fixing u is as in (13) above, but with 1 <j< 21, 
we have 
US ._,,,(O)=O, ldi<21-j+l; 
us u-,, JO) = -u, 21 -j + 1 < i Q 1. 
(15) 
Similarly one computes the effect of d on u to be multiplication by the 
scalar 
in the respective cases that led to (12), (14) (15). 
For F= C it is shown in [S4] that the g-submodule of it4 generated by 
u is the unique irreducible integrable g-module with highest weight the 
weight of u as determined above.2 We assume F= @ in what follows. The 
full g-module A4 is a sum of t-weight spaces. In Lemma 2 of [S4] it is 
determined how weights are changed by the action of cp( u _ i @ u _ i ) and of 
each cp(~-(~+~)@~~), l<k<oo. 
2 For a construction of such modules based on vertex operators, see [Ml, M2, M3, M4]. 
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If we further note the following: 
(i) For s < 0, cp(u, 0 u,) is a scalar multiple of 
ccc~~~cccc~~~~,o~~,~,cp~~-,o~,~l d~-20~*)144~~30%)1 
xcp(~~,o%)l~~~1 (P(%o~-(s~l))l cp(~s0~-,,-1,)1~ 
(ii) For s < t < 0, cp(us @ u,) is a scalar multiple of 
cc’~~cc~~~,o~,~~cp~~,-,o~~,~1cp~~,~-,o~-~,~,,~1~~~1 
x(P(%O+- ,,)I; 
(iii) For S-CO, t >O, 1.~1 > Itl, cp(u,@u,) is a scalar multiple of 
then we may determine the weight of the basic element (3) of Section 1 
when M= M, as in notations there. If A is the weight of v, the weight of 
(3) is 
-1 c (2, -c 0 0 <j < 4, - fzi I ( c Bl+ -t2,:G,(2/o -Qr+jE0(2/) 
I-1 
+c 
q=l 
c Pi-,) 
- 12, + j - iq(21) 
-1 c 
12, s- 0 0 <j 4 f2, - 12, 1 ( c PI+ c Bo 1~~ + j s 0(2/) f2, + j - 1(21) 
+ltl c IL"). 
q=l tz,+j= fq(21) 
Here PO, . . . . B, are the simple roots of g with respect o t, fixed as in [S4], 
with Dynkin diagram 
or 
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The formula (16) and the fact that the elements (3) are a basis for M, 
make it possible, in principle, to give the multiplicities for the t-weights of 
44, in terms of certain quite complicated partition-functions, with suitable 
partitions being given weights determined as in Section 3. Simplification, at 
the cost of losing much information, is obtained by “principal speciali- 
zation.” 
That is, we first consider the formal character of M,, an infinite 
expression 
where y runs over all non-negative integral combinations of PO, . . . . fl,, I is 
the weight of u, and rnAdy is the dimension of the weight-space of M, of 
t-weight A-y. (Because of the constraints on y, a number of algebraic 
operations can be legitimately performed on such expressions, especially if 
the coefficients [ml-, above] are allowed to range over Z; this is more or 
less what one does with characters of modules in the appropriate “category 
0” (see, e.g., [K, Chap. 93). 
To form the principal specialization, one takes a single power-series 
indeterminate, q, and one replaces each e P8f, 0 < i < 1, by q, e-= mlB1 by 
4= ml in the sum on y in the formal character, then forms a formal power 
series by collecting like powers of q. For our purposes, it will be enough to 
replace e’ by some formal factor f(l), which can be thought of as a 
rational power of q. The resulting quantity 
is called the “principally specialized character” of M,. Thus C d,q’ is the 
generating function for the multiplicities d, of weights of M, of the form 
l-Cf=om,~i, with Cm, =d,. In particular, do= 1. From our determi- 
nations above, we have 
THEOREM 3. As module for the Kac-Moody algebra g, with simple roots 
as above, M, has principally specialized character f(A) C djqi, where, for 
p 2 0, d, is the sum, over all sequence-triples 
J= ((s,, . . . . sj); (fl, t3~ ...9 t2k-l); (f2, f4* ...i f2k)) 
as in Lemma 3, such that 
P=P(J)= i (-l-2si)+ 5 (-f2ip1-t2;)-p(J), 
r=, i=l 
481!131:2-15 
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where p(J) = ) {i) tzi -CO> 1, of the numbers 
Thus the principally specialized character is 
f(n) f ( 1 y(J))q’. 
r=O Jasin (3) 
P(J) = r 
(It will be noted that y(J) is the number of distinct sequence-triples 
satisfying (3) that can be formed by rearranging the Ii-we are dealing 
with 2k- (k-p(J)) = k: + p(J)-step walks, always to the right of 0, ter- 
minating k - p(J) steps to the right of 0, in the interpretation of Section 3.) 
5. COMPARISON WITH CHARACTERS OF FUNDAMENTAL MODULES 
Kac has given a formula for the character of the irreducible integrable 
representation of g with highest weight 1 (cf. [K, Theorem 10.43). In the 
form of the character formula, where summations over the Weyl group are 
involved, this is not suited for comparison with the character of our M,. 
For now, we consider instead the principally specialized character, which 
may be given a form involving partitions by using a trick of Lepowsky 
( [L, Theorem 2.41). 
Lepowsky’s observation is that the principal specialization of the 
character of the irreducible module L(A) may be written as the quotient of 
two products. The denominator is the principal specialization of 
the product running over all positive roots. Here if 6 = PO + 28, + . . . + 
28,-i +/I, is the fundamental “null root” with I-dimensional root-space 
b@ t, one has roots 6, 26, 36, . . . . the root-space gjs = h @ tj, of dimension 1. 
The other positive roots have l-dimensional root-spaces. The number of 
such PEA+ such that eeB specializes to qs is I+ 1 if s is odd, 1 if s is even, 
giving a principally specialized denominator 
D(q)= n (l-q’)‘. n (1 -q”-1). 
j=l j=l 
(17) 
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To obtain the numerator in Lepowsky’s formula, one starts with the 
transposed generalized Cartan matrix corresponding to the Dynkin 
diagram 
Here CI~, . .. . CI, may be regarded as the simple roots of a finite root-system 
of type B,, with E = a0 + ai + . . . + 01, as the fundamental “null root.” The 
positive short roots of the finite system are those a = a,+ a,_ i + ... + aj, 
1 <j< 1. The positive roots of the “transposed” Kac-Moody algebra 
include as “odd” roots the (2r - 1 )a f tl, Y 3 1, where CI is short as above, 
and the (2r- l)~, r> 1, each with multiplicity one (see [K, Chap. 81 for 
a construction in which all these data are displayed.) 
The “even” roots are the Z* positive roots y of B,, each of multiplicity 
one, the 2rs ) y, where r > 1, each of multiplicity one, and the 2rE, r 3 1, 
each of multiplicity 1. With h,” = -S,-,,.,(O) - c, hj” = -S,-,,-,+,),U,_,+,(0) 
+S u~(,-,), .,-,(O), 1 <j< I, h,” = -S,_,,.,(O), our highest weight I = At has 
i(hv ) = al,, 0 6 i < I, where t is fixed, 0 < t < 1. The highest weight 1 of M, 
agrees on h@ to + Cc with A,, where n = +(I-- t) (mod 21). 
In the expression JJ,,, (1 -e-r)dimh, the denominator for the trans- 
posed algebra, Lepowsky makes the specialization e-‘l H qA(h~v)+ ’ for each 
simple xi, so that if tl =C micli is a positive root, e-l is specialized to 
q.h+“r (when i=A,), to q~‘%(~(h:)+l) f or general A. The result is a second 
formal power series N(q, A) in q, with constant term 1. The theorem of 
Lepowsky states that the principally specialized character of the irreducible 
g-module of highest weight I is the quotient 
To evaluate N(q, A) when A agrees with AI on h @ to + Cc, we first sup- 
pose I# 2t. It s = 2k + 1 is odd, the pattern of the roots and the fact.that 
e-2E specializes to q*‘+ 4 makes it clear that each e-’ specializing to qs has 
dim g, = 1, and the number of these is the same if s is replaced by any 
positive integer j such that j= +s (mod 21+ 4). We may thus assume 
s=2k+ 1 G/+2. Except when s=t+ 1, there is one odd root c1 with eea 
specializing to qs (viz., a + E - (a, + . . + CI[) if s d t, c1= E - c(,- i, . . . . ~1, if
s>t+l);whens=t+l, thereisnone. 
For the rest of the calculation, we confine our attention to the case 
t < l/2. The case t > 112 may be derived from this using the symmetry of the 
diagram, or may be done directly the same way. If s < t, there are I - k - 1 
positive roots u of B, with e-’ specializing to q”, and k roots of the form 
y = 2~ -a, a a positive root of B,, such that ewy specializes to q”. Thus 
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N(q, A) contains the factor (I- q’)‘, with 1 as exact exponent on this case. 
The same applies if s = t = 2k + 1. 
If s=t+1=2k+l, there are l-k positive roots tx of B, with ePn 
specializing to q’, and k roots y as above, again yielding a factor (1 - qs)! 
When t + 1 < s = 2k + 1 ( < 12), there are I - k roots c1 yielding qs as above, 
and k - 1 roots y. Hence the product of all factors (1 -q”), s odd, in 
Wq, 1) is 
fi (1 -qz!f+y. 
k=O 
Still with t < l/2, we find for even s = 2k < t that there are 1- k - 1 roots 
GI as above, k - 1 roots y, yielding in all a factor 
(1 - q29- ’ 
in Nq, 11, 
and likewise for t < s = 2k ( < I+ 2), except if s = t + 1, 2t + 2. In the former 
case, there are i- k roots a and k - 1 roots y, again yielding an exponent 
of I- 1 for (1 -q2k). 
Whens=2t+2<1+2, therearel-t-l rootsaift<1/2-I,l/2=t+l 
rootsccift=1/2-1,andtrootsyift~1/2-l,aswellasift=1/2-1.Thus 
N(q, A) contains the factor 
(1 - q2r+y, 
with exactly this exponent. We must also observe that the only root y such 
that eey specializes to q 21+4 is y = 2.5, which has multiplicity 1. Thus 
N(q,I)=fi (l-q’)/-‘. fi (l-q2kfl). n (1 -CT) 
j=l k=O s - 0, f (2t + 2) (mod 2/c 4) 
J > 0 
(18) 
if t # l/2. 
When t = I/2, the only change in the above occurs for s = 2t f 2 = I+ 2. 
Here there are t roots a and t roots y, each of multiplicity one, and the root 
E, of multiplicity one, yielding a factor 
(1-q 21+2)21+1= (1 -q2t+2)/+1. 
Here N(q, 1) is as above, but with the last factor replaced by 
I-I (1-q”). n (1 -@I2 (19) 
s>o sr/+2(mod21+4) 
ssO(mod2/+4) 
Our principally specialized character of L(A) is then, for t # l/2, 
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f(l) c,“=o wf> where a, is the number of partitions of Y into integers 
not congruent to 0 or to f(2t + 2) (mod 21+4), and, if t = Z/2, it is 
n,E,+z(l-q”) f(A)~,“=oa,q’, where a, is as above. (For identities of 
Rogers-Ramanujan type involving these expressions, see [A], [B].) 
For comparison with M,, we fix t < l/2 and take n = I- t. The coefficient 
a,,,, in the principally specialized character above is then p(2t + 2) - 1, 
while the coefficient d2, + z in the principally specialized character of M, is 
given by Theorem 3. To simplify further, assume I > 3t + 2. Then if any si 
is present in Theorem 3, we have -1 -2sj> -1 +2(f-t)>2t+2, and 
likewise if any t2i< 0 is present, - 1 - t2i- 1 - tSi > 2t + 2. Therefore the 
only elements (3) contributing to the term in q2’ + * are those with j = 0, 
t2i > 0 for all i, hence with y(J) = 1 in the notation of Theorem 3. That is, 
t,<t,< ... <t2keI<t-l, 
0 < t, < t4 < . . . < t,, < I- t, 
j, (-f2j--1t*i)=P(J)=2t+2, or 
- tl > -tj > ,.. > -t,,-, >I- t, or if c, = -t2i_ , - 1+ t, 
Cl > c2 > . . . > Ck > 0. 
Let b,=t,,-l+t, so b,<b,< ... <b,<O, and Cf=, (c,-bi)=2t+2. (If 
the last condition is to hold, then necessarily b, > t - 1 because l> 3t + 2.) 
By Lemma 5, it follows that q*‘+’ occurs in the principally specialized 
character for M,- f with coefficient p(2t + 2) = a,,, 2 + 1. Meanwhile for all 
r < 2t + 2, the coefficients of qr are the same, namely p(r). Thus there is a 
weight, and exactly one, of M,_, of the form A-C miPi, x mi = 2t + 2, 
whose multiplicity as a weight of M,: , exceeds (by one) its multiplicity as 
a weight of L(1). This weight is then the highest weight of another 
irreducible g-summand of MI ~, . 
The correspondence of the proof of Lemma 5 suggests that this weight 
should be that of an element (3) as above, associated with the trivial parti- 
tion (2t + 2) of 2t +2, corresponding to ‘c= 1, ci =2t + 2, b, =0 in the 
notation above, or with t i = -t - I- 2, t, = I- t. Thus the weight would be 
that of 
ucp(u-,-,-20+,), (20) 
or A - (PO + 2(/?, + . . . + fi,) + pt+ i), which agrees with A,+2 on the span of 
the h,“. Experimentation with a few small values of t supports this line of 
speculation. However, the basis (3) does not seem to reflect the g-decom- 
position of M, in any reasonable way. Simple examples how that it is the 
case neither that the vector (20) is a highest-weight vector for a g-sub- 
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module, nor that the remaining vectors of our basis (3) with p(J) < 2t + 2 
are a basis for (i.e., are contained in) the part of the g-submodule generated 
by u and corresponding to terms of degree ,<2t + 2 in the principally 
specialized character. 
The phenomena illustrated above suggest considering the M, for large n. 
Thus let 
f(A(“‘) f 4,q’ 
r=O 
be the principally specialized character of M,. As with d,,, 2r + z above we see 
that for n sufficiently large (depending on Y), d,, r =p(r), the partition-func- 
tion. (One needs only take n > r + 1 (say), to see that a sequence-triple J 
with p(J) = r must have j = 0 = p(J), and then apply Lemma 5.) Regarding 
gn = cF-20 d,,q’ as a function assigning to each non-negative integer r the 
integer d,,, r, we may write 
lim g,=l+ f p(r)q’= fi (l-q’)-‘, 
n-cc r=l /=I 
in the sense of pointwise limits. 
If we let n grow large in a given congruence class modulo 21, the deter- 
minations of Section 4 show that the highest weight only changes its value 
at d, and not at the h;. The characters in Kac’s character formula for two 
such modules differ only by a factor ~6”-~‘), where A, p are the respective 
highest weights. (Note that in [K, Theorem 10.41 the transforms under the 
Weyl group depend only on values at the hv.) That is, the principally 
specialized character for the irreducible g-module of highest weight JVCn) is
“t-P) f a, qr, 
r=O 
where a, is independent of n, as long as one stays in one congruence class 
(mod 21), and is determined in terms of partitions of r as in (18), (19). For 
example, if t -C I/2, we have 
(1 -qy . 5 a,q’, 
J-O, k(Zr+2)(mod2/+4) r=O 
so that for sufficiently large n 3 I - t (mod 2f), the principally specialized 
character of M, is obtained by multiplying that for the g-module L(A’“‘) by 
n (1 - 49, modulo terms of high degree. 
JZO, f(Zt+Z)(modZl+4) 
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This line of thought suggests a formalism that might be of use in decom- 
posing M, as g-module, and in determining multiplicities of weights of 
L(P). 
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